BEST SELLING MOVIES
AT UNBELIEVABLE PRICES

PIRATES
CODE: G89
WHY: $89.95
YOURS FOR: $50
The biggest epic in the history of adult films from the biggest studio, Digital Playground. Ten of the most arousing sex scenes in the history of erotic cinema. Jesse Jane, Teagan Presley, Devon, Jenaveve Jolie and many more. Three disc set (Note: disc 3 is a soundtrack)

PIRATES 2 STAGNETTI'S REVENGE
CODE: G91
WHY: $99.95
YOURS FOR: $50
The highly anticipated sequel. Jam packed with the hottest women in a FOUR DISC set! Shay Jordan, Katsuni, Stoya, Riley Steele, Jesse Jane, Bella Donna and many stars too long to list. An epic adventure with the most intense sex scenes you’ve come to expect from Digital Playground.

NURSES
CODE: G92
WHY: $59.95
YOURS FOR: $30
The sexy nurses of Coos County General Hospital are patient experts of the most intense kind.

FREE SAMPLE

RUSSIAN INSTITUTE COLLECTORS PACK
CODE: G90
WHY: $159
YOURS FOR: $89
To mark the 10th anniversary of the RUSSIAN INSTITUTE, MARC DORCEL offers you this outstanding collector’s box set! More than 11 hours of hardcore sex, almost 44 scenes and no less than 60 gorgeous school girls in uniform!

FREE SAMPLE ROCK SOLID ERECTIONS
BEST FORMULA EVER! We are so sure that you will love our HARDMAN PENIS PILL that we are offering a FREE SAMPLE to everyone who spends at least $50.00 from this ad (see T&Cs below).

- HARD ERECTION every time. GUARANTEED
- PENIS WILL FEEL AND LOOK BIGGER
- POWERFUL ORGASMS
- LAST LONGER

HARDMAN PILLS “STRICKLY LIMITED OFFER”
BUY 4 MMO2 $48 (SAVE $12)
BUY 8 MMO3 $90 (SAVE $30)

FREE SAMPLE MMO1 (USUALLY $15) WHEN YOU SPEND $50
T&Cs: *Free sample when you spend at least $50 from this ad. As with any supplement you should check with your doctor before consuming.
VIES OF ALL TIME

BEHIND THE GREEN DOOR
SOLD OVER 50 MILLION COPIES

One of the most popular and recognized classic titles of all time starring Marilyn Chambers who undeniably changed the face of the adult film industry. Our movie comes with a BONUS DVD of the sequel!

DEEP THROAT
Code: G94
WAS: $59.00
YOURS FOR: $30.00

DOUBLE INSIGHT FOR TRACI LORDS
Code: G95
WAS: $59.00
YOURS FOR: $30.00

TABOO
Code: G96
WAS: $59.00
YOURS FOR: $30.00

THE OPENING OF MISTY BEETHOVEN
Code: G97
WAS: $59.00
YOURS FOR: $30.00

HOUSE OF DREAMS
Code: G98
WAS: $59.00
YOURS FOR: $30.00

NIGHT TRIPS
Code: G99
WAS: $59.00
YOURS FOR: $30.00

SPECIALS!!
LEFT HAND PAGE. ALL FOUR $150 (SAVE $69)
RIGHT HAND PAGE. BUY ANY SIX FOR $120 OR ALL 13 $190 (SAVE $180)

PHONE ORDERS: 1300 928 165 LINES OPEN 9AM – 6PM EST
BY MAIL: GOLD HOME CINEMA, PO BOX 373, EARLWOOD NSW 2206

NAME: ___________________________  ADDRESS: ___________________________

STATE: ___________________  POSTCODE: ___________________

CARD NO: ___________________  EXPIRY: ___________________  CVC: ___________________

PHONE#: ___________________  *OPTIONAL, only used if we need to discuss your order.

SIGN: ___________________  I certify I am over 18

FREE SAMPLE

MMO1 Hardman Penis Pll x 1

TOTAL $  ADD POSTAGE $10.00

TOTAL $
Sabine’s your go-to gal when it comes to bedroom advice!

She’s a smart one, this Sabine Jemeljanova. The 27-year-old lusty Latvian pin-up queen – now living in England – has learned a lot of things over the years, like how to plaster a wall and the square root of 39 (Editor’s note: It’s 6.2). But what Sabine has learned most about is Fucking! And when she’s not removing her clothes in a bid to give us Awkward Erections, she likes to help others by providing handy tips on how fellas can best get a root.

For example, how do lazy guys convince chicks to go the tonk without having to do any work?
’GET HER TO BITE DOWN ON A PILLOW... THAT’S KINKY’
“Why not improvise to save your energy?” suggests Sabine. “Ask her to GET ON TOP or try spooning. Another trick is to discuss with her what you’d like to do to each other, but BAN any touching or sex during the week. By the weekend, you’ll be RIPPING EACH OTHER’S CLOTHES OFF!”

Clever, isn’t she? And here are some wise words for guys worried about the best way to earn a rep as a STUD.

“Numbers don’t mean anything about your bedroom abilities,” Sabine says. “It’s better to be with one long-term girlfriend. That way, you’ll pick up more SEXY SKILLS and get to know what a gal really likes. What’s better – five one-night stands or years of regular sex?”

Indeed! Finally, our cover girl has this advice for anyone with a SUPER-NOISY LOVER: “Get her to bite down on a PILLOW – that could be KINKY – or tie a silk scarf around her mouth to keep her moans quiet.”

And if that doesn’t work?
“Take her into the woods where no-one can hear. That said, I wouldn’t be too upset about her screaming...it’s just advertising your BEDROOM TALENTS!”
IT WAS recently revealed that Seppo's hipster Cardi B used to be a STRIPPER. Sadly, the 26-year-old quit FLASHIN' HER FUNBAGS three years ago to focus on her (C)RAP MUSIC, which feels like a CAREER MISSTEP in our minds. If you've been UNFORTUNATE enough to hear Cardi's music, your BLEEDING EARS can heal while you perv on this pic!

CARDI BOOBS!

WE'VE got Brian Bowen-Smith and his FINE ART photography to thank for the TRIFFIC TATAS of Seppo model Charlotte McKinney. It's their FIRST ALL-NUDE SHOWING and they're currently on display at his website, bowensmith.com. All we need now is for Kate Upton to whip out her MILK DUDS, then we can die happy.
THERE'S a lot to like about this new Seppo telly show *Now Apocalypse*, especially the TITS who guest-star in each episode! Recent instalments have repeatedly featured the 23-year-old CANS of *Kelli Berglund*, a former Disney Channel star. Walt's head must be rolling in the icetray of his FREEZER.

DISNEY GLANDS

YANK fitness model Chanel Green, 26, clearly does a lot of SQUATS. It's rumoured no undies on Earth can contain her GAS CHAMBER.

NOW WOW!

SHARING THE LOVE

The freshest flesh on celeb social media

AS YOU may have noticed, we're BIG FANS of Abigail Ratchford and her BIG BAPS, so we'll just leave the 27-year-old Seppo's latest Snapchat picture here.
SHOWING your BREASTS at music fests seems to be the fashionable thing to do nowadays, but Seppo models Megan Samperi, Lorena Medina, and Emily Shriner took it one step further. They got their clothes off beforehand and never even made it to the bloody festival. You can check out their exploits at playboy.com.

WE WANT CANDY

WHEN we heard there was a NUDE PHOTOGRAPH of supermodel Candice Swanepoel SHITTING ACROSS THE FLOOR, we didn’t think we’d be able to publish it. Fortunately, the 30-year-old Saffer supermodel WASN’T actually taking a dump in said photo. Rather, she was FLITTING ACROSS THE SHORE while on holidays in Mexico.
DESPITE her youthful appearance, PINT-SIZED Meskin cutie Frida Sante is verging on MILF territory at 33. We have no idea if she was named after fellow countrywoman Frida Kahlo, the legendary artist, although you’ll agree with us that Ms Sante is PRETTY AS A PICTURE. Not only is she as CUTE AS A CHIHUAHUA, but she actually hails from Chihuahua, Mexico. Keeping with the canine theme, Frida’s also bloody good at coppin’ it DOGGY STYLE.
SUPER-SEXY

We’re more pumped than Arnie in a weight room to see *Avengers Endgame*, the latest installment in the hyoooge superhero movie franchise. In 2017’s *Avengers: Infinity War*, seemingly half the superhero team had been reduced to CIGARETTE ASH, so we’re interested to see how they get themselves out of that TERMINAL situation. But we’ll also be watching *Endgame* keenly to check out the latest group of SPANDEX-CLAD SPUNKS, including Captain Marvel (Brie Larson), Valkyrie (Tessa Thompson), The Wasp (Evangeline Lilly) and The Ancient One (Tilda Swinton). All of them have some past NUDE FORM. Brie got topless in *The Trouble With Bliss* (2011) – sadly, it was
only a rear view, but what a VIEW!
Tessa – who also showed off her Asgardian ASSets in Thor: Ragnarok (2017) – went the Full Monty in a recent ep of TV’s Westworld. For a metal robot she looks mighty soft in all the RIGHT PLACES.
We last saw Ms Lilly in last year’s Ant-Man And The Wasp. But we remember her best for this pap snap from a few years back when her posterior was revealed after a surfing wipe-out. We wouldn’t mind being a small insect LOST in that crack!
Tilda is Dr Strange’s MALE mentor, but as she proved in her tits-out scene in 2003’s Young Adam, she’s all WOMAN.
They join a bunch of other super-hotties who survived the slaughter in Endgame at the hands of evil Thanos: Black Widow (Scarlett Johansson), Scarlet Witch (Elizabeth Olsen) and Mantis (Pom Klementieff).
Can these lethal ladies band together and defeat the big-jawed intergalactic prick? We hope so ‘cos we’ve got a LOBSTER riding on them for the win.

Meet the horny heroines of the new ‘Avengers’ flick!

Girls Got ME

only a rear view, but what a VIEW!
WHAT the fuck? There have been TWENTY-ONE volumes in this series? How many perverted, horny parents live in Los Angeles?
Frankly, the thought of our WRINKLED OLDIES shagging our mates makes us wanna SPEW. Then again, they're not as good-looking as the Frankenstein-cocked fathers and muff-craving mothers on display in Mom & Dad Are Fucking My Friends Vol. 21.
That may not be the most imaginative porno title we’ve stumbled across, but you certainly know what you’re getting when you watch it: scene after scene after scene of PRETEND PARENTS rooting pretend friends of their pretend daughters.
Let’s face it, who gives a toss about the plot when we’re just here to see big dicks DESTROYING the vaginas of X-rated sloots Veronica Leal, Elen Million (far right), Nicole Love, Francys Belle (right) and friends. Thankfully, there’s enough action in this flick to tide you over till Volume 22 comes out…probably a week from Thursday.

MEET THE MILF FRANCESKA JAIMES

Born: September 20, 1985 in Bogotá, Colombia
Bust: 34D 36-38
Quick Facts: The veteran mombag has a bubble butt and a love of squirting on camera. The South American saucepot was so impressed by woodsman Nacho Vidal that she married him not once but TWICE!
Stars in: Fast On The Ass; Anal Fucking And Squirting; Phat Bottom Girls 4; MILF From Barcelona; Francesca Gets Fucked All Over Town
What’s An Ordinary Day In The Life Of Franceska Jaimes Like? “I don’t have a normal life. Haha! I’m always travelling the world depending on my work!”
How Did You Get Into The Jiz Biz? “My ex-husband Nacho introduced me to this world, because I really love rough sex. I decided to jump into it in LA and start shooting pornos!”
What Do You Dig Most About Your Bod? “I like the shape of my mouth and my booty a lot!”
So What’s Your Special Rooting Talent? “Anal sex – mmmmmmmm, I love it and it’s really sooooo easy for me! I always want that dick up my ass! When it’s only vaginal I feel like something is missing...”
INTRODUCING

FLESHSKINS™

GRIP

CLASSIC FLESHLIGHT QUALITY AT A LOWER PRICE

CONTROL TIGHTNESS AND INTENSITY

ULTRA DISCREET AND COMPACT

ONE SIZE FITS ALL

LEARN MORE AT FLESHLIGHT.COM

ONE SIZE FITS ALL

FLESHLIGHT®

THE #1 SELLING MALE SEX TOY IN THE WORLD!
NEWS TO US
We present another dose of weirdness from around the world
FACE FUCED!
MMA fighters Artem Lobov and Jason Knight REARRANGED each other’s faces in an absolute Slobberknocker of a fight at the fifth Bare Knuckle Fighting Championship in Mississippi. The Russian Lobov (left) ended up winning the GRUESOME, five-round battle against the Seppo Knight (far left). After the scrap, both fighters happily shared photos of their HORRIFIC injuries from the comfort of their HOSPITAL BEDS. Our mums still love us!

FACE FUCED!
MMA fighters Artem Lobov and Jason Knight REARRANGED each other’s faces in an absolute Slobberknocker of a fight at the fifth Bare Knuckle Fighting Championship in Mississippi. The Russian Lobov (left) ended up winning the GRUESOME, five-round battle against the Seppo Knight (far left). After the scrap, both fighters happily shared photos of their HORRIFIC injuries from the comfort of their HOSPITAL BEDS.
POOR Yank college gymnast Samantha Cerio BROKE BOTH HER LEGS attempting a double front flip during her floor routine at a college event in Louisiana. The 22-year-old was RUSHED to hospital for surgery, then made the SNAPPY decision to retire from the sport. Which is a pity as she’s probably a gold medal chance in a future Paralympics.

THE normally piss-boring sport of baseball finally got INTERESTING recently when Yasiel Puig (left) of the visiting Cincinnati Reds tried to PUNCH ON with the entire Pittsburgh Pirates’ team. The big fella took exception to the home team’s pitcher Chris Archer trying to BRAND his teammate in the KIDNEYS and it was on like Donkey Kong in PNC Park. Several players and officials were EJECTED from the game and Puig was SUSPENDED for two games. And his team lost 7-5!

If you can’t beat ‘em... bash ‘em!

FLIPPING HELL!

POOR Yank college gymnast Samantha Cerio BROKE BOTH HER LEGS attempting a double front flip during her floor routine at a college event in Louisiana. The 22-year-old was RUSHED to hospital for surgery, then made the SNAPPY decision to retire from the sport. Which is a pity as she’s probably a gold medal chance in a future Paralympics.

BASE BRAWL

THE normally piss-boring sport of baseball finally got INTERESTING recently when Yasiel Puig (left) of the visiting Cincinnati Reds tried to PUNCH ON with the entire Pittsburgh Pirates’ team. The big fella took exception to the home team’s pitcher Chris Archer trying to BRAND his teammate in the KIDNEYS and it was on like Donkey Kong in PNC Park. Several players and officials were EJECTED from the game and Puig was SUSPENDED for two games. And his team lost 7-5!

Anyone got a Panadol? Actually, make it two

If you can’t beat ‘em... bash ‘em!
GOING DOWN UNDER!

SAVANNAH BOND

LET’S kick off the STEAMY proceedings with the NEWEST entry into the adult filum industry. The saucy Sydney sort flew to the USA recently to film her first X-rated scenes. The 27-year-old self-confessed SEX ADDICT later tweeted, “Nothing gives me life like fucking on camera.” We can’t wait to see Savannah soon in some HORIZONTAL ACTION.
Australia has a long, proud history of producing deadset spunky rooters who made it big in the glamorous, jism-soaked world of porno, from 1980s pioneers Misty Regan and Sunny McKay to 2000s superstars Jodie Moore and Monica Mayhem to the gone-but-never-forgotten sexual dynamo Kiki Vidis.

Now, we want to celebrate the current batch of cock-destroying cream dreams who’ve bonked their way to the top of the adult entertainment industry, both here and overseas.

We did a ton of research and blew a lot of money on Vaso and tissues to compile this feature on our ten finest X-rated A-listers!
CHARLOTTE STAR
THE 29yo Sydney stunna told us her onscreen humping career was going well: “New movies are being released all the time! I’ve also started producing my own films, which is FANTASTIC. My goal is to become more noted on an international scale.” If you want to see just how FLEXIBLE Charlie can get, then we recommend you head to AussieAss.com.

AUBREY BLACK
THE 44-year-old single mum hasn’t mucked about since launching her carnal career two years ago. She’s already done BACKDOOR BANGING (Anal Mommas), GANG BANGS (Gangbang Creampie 188) and SQUIRTING (Taking Wifey To Work). Aubs is an escort, so contact her on Twitter (@iamaubreyblack) to find out what it’s like to ROOT a porn star!
PERUSING AussieAss.com (as you do), we stumbled across some new feelthy vids of past pin-up Monte. In a non-rootin part of the website, she revealed that her fave sex possie was “on my stomach with my ass up and legs together”. She also gave us guys a handy bedroom tip: “FOREPLAY! Lots and lots of it! Foreplay makes women feel INCREDIBLE.”
GIGI ALLENS

OUR Sydney mate has made two flicks so far in 2019: Amazon Ass Busters and Two Dicks One Bitch. Cool! We were keen to eyeball the 32yo seven-year veteran in action...till we saw her wearing a STRAP-ON DILDO, noted the horrified expression on the blokes' faces in her scenes and...JEEZUS! Our eyes are still WATERING just thinking about it.
ISABELLE DELTORE

“T'M HAVING the time of my life shooting porn,” the 37yo Melburnian told us. “It's always been something I wanted to do. I'm LIVING THE DREAM. I'm so excited the day before I shoot...I get to have amazing sex with the hottest people I've ever seen. And they feed us...all that's missing is a BEER after shooting.”
1. Felicity (1979): Erotic classic featuring Aussie Angela Menzies-Wills (who also starred in 1977 Aussie porno Fantasm Comes Again) and Canadian cutie Glory Annen (right) as teen nympho Felicity, who ROOTS anything that moves in both Oz and exotic Hong Kong.

2. Lusty Afternoon (1987): The cover blurb states, “Made by lesbians, about lesbians, for lesbians...” Yep, this one has it all: kissing, tender caresses...and FISTING. It’s probably the only flick ever made where the opening and closing credits are longer than the film itself.
3. Aussie Outback Adventure (1991): Champion Seppo studs Randy Spears and Tom Byron came Down Under to make this hardcore epic, alongside local fuckers Alice Springs, Sunny McKay and Mel Bourne (ha!). It briefly made bonking in a DRIZABONE fashionable.

4. Buffy Down Under (1998): Yank peen queen Kristi Myst (right) brought her long-running X-rated series to Oz for this instalment. To ensure US viewers knew this flick was made in Australia, every scene featured the Sydney Harbour Bridge in the background...even the ones set in CANBERRA.

5. Celebrity sex tape (???): That video...y’know...the one with the Aussie actress and the guy COOKED OUT OF HIS HEAD in it. You KNOW! The dusty VHS tape stashed away in your wardrobe under a pile of shoeboxes. Yeah...THAT video.

ANGELA WHITE
AFTER so many years dominating the XXX industry it's hard to believe there are still aspects that Angie struggles with. But she recently admitted, "I find solo shoots to be difficult. I've MASTURBATED quite a bit during my lifetime so it's tough to find ways to make it exciting for me...if it's boring for me it'll be boring for the viewers. I try to get CREATIVE with themes and fantasies so I can still produce a scene that exhibits GENUINE PLEASURE."

YASMIN SCOTT
IT FEELS like ages since the 28yo Perthling has made a stick flick and she agrees, recently tweeting, "It's been way too long since I've been CREAMPIED." Hopefully, she'll also shoot some scenes involving her 34DD plumpers: "I like to dribble CUM from my mouth onto my tits, sometimes after GARGLING it first."
**ANIMAL HOUSE**

Send your letters and pics to: The Keeper, c/- Animal House, People magazine, GPO Box 4088, Sydney, NSW 2001. Or email us at people@bauer-media.com.au (with Animal House in the subject line).

“CALL me paranoid,” worries Trev from Frankston, Victoria, “but is my barista trying to tell me something?” He sure is, Trev...he JIZZED in ya coffee!

**THINGS THAT LOOK LIKE GENITALS**

“I WAS traveling through Germany when I found this politician campaigning for office in the small town of Schwetzingen. I always knew pollies screwed us, but this is on another level.”

Gazza, SA

We checked the ERECTION results and, SADLY, Frau Dickhoff didn’t win. It’s a shame, because we were really PULLING for her!

**WHAT A WANKER**

“I WENT skiing in Japan, fell on a rail, lacerated my kidney and got this massive bruise,” writes Andy of Mona Vale, NSW. “It’s been two weeks and my piss is still changing colour. It’s started off as red, then brown and now it’s coming out orange.” Sick!

**AS SEEN ON TV?**

I’M OB-FUCKING-SESSED with the girl from the Trivago ads (above), so I was stoked to see a dead ringer for her in Hayden (Retro Cits, March 25). Please tell me it’s her!

Keith, WA

Sorry to burst your bubble, but it’s DEFINITELY NOT HER. Believe us, we’d probably dedicate an ENTIRE MAG to the Trivago girl if she posed nude for us!

**WIN!**

$20 LETTERS  $50 PICTURES

DOPPELBANGER!

Send your letters and pics to: The Keeper, c/- Animal House, People magazine, GPO Box 4088, Sydney, NSW 2001. Or email us at people@bauer-media.com.au (with Animal House in the subject line).

---

“Schwetzingens Chancen!”

Beate Dickhoff

**READERS’ SHOCKING INJURY PIX.**

“DON’T LOOK!”

“I WENT skiing in Japan, fell on a rail, lacerated my kidney and got this massive bruise,” writes Andy of Mona Vale, NSW. “It’s been two weeks and my piss is still changing colour. It’s started off as red, then brown and now it’s coming out orange.” Sick!

**VOTE 1**

Beate Dickhoff
I WAS doing some in-depth, single-handed research on 90s bikini models the other day. I stumbled across Caprice Bourret – remember her? I couldn’t find any nude piccies of her, but did she ever drop togs?

Vincenzo, Qld

Sepgalian Caprice went starkers at age 29 for the Yank version of Playboy in March 2000. They’re bloody hard to find, but you might be able to grab a copy on eBay.

FRIG me! How bloody awesome are the pointy kittens’ noses of Carlotta (Model Cit, April 8)? Please show more angles of them.

HL, NSW

‘Lotta’s nips are so EYE-CATCHING, you’d need SAFETY GOGGLES to go near ‘em! Here’s a side-on shot for ya, mate.
PICY Eliza Ibarra kicked off her X-rated movie career last year and she’s already impressed industry veterans with her DEPRAVED onscreen antics. We chatted to the MEXICAN HUMPING BEAN in an interview that left us reeling like we’d just necked two bottles of tequila, WORM AND ALL!

Hey, Liz. You used to work at Pizza Hut and now you F**K FOR CASH. What prompted the career change?

“I like to try new things. It’s exciting for me.”

Ever cop a root in Pizza Hut?

“I MESSED AROUND with a co-worker behind our store a few times. It was frustrating, though – I love CUNNILINGUS, but he could never do it for very long because we were on our lunch break.”

You like to take sex slow?

“Absolutely! My record for a blow job is FOUR HOURS. I made the guy ejaculate SIX TIMES during that time. I felt really proud of myself, although my lips were NUMB the next day.”

Did he repay the favour?

“Of course! I had a HALF DOZEN ORGASMS, too, although it didn’t...”
‘I enjoy having sex with women in real life’
I clim
TONGUES MY TWAT!
You did a try-before-you-buy thing before entering the jiz biz, right?
“I thought it would be a good idea to hook up with a porn star to see if I could do this. They’re a lot BIGGER than most people and I didn’t want to get my first DONKEY COCK on camera and be like, ‘Ouch. Never mind, I can’t do this.’”
You hooked up with veteran stud Bruce Venture. How was it?
“It hurt at first, but I was soon fine and it felt really PLEASURABLE. That was my introduction to the biz. Afterwards, I was like, ‘Alright, I got this.’”
What is it about filming XXX that rocks your world?
“I’m comfortable with my sexuality and not embarrassed to show those kinds of things in my scenes. I like watching porn, so I want to give others THE SAME JOY I get from watching it.”
What are your favourite type of scenes, buddy?
“I like girl/girl stuff, because in my real life I do enjoy HAVING HOT SEX WITH WOMEN.”
Where do you see yourself in five years, Eliza?
“Lying on my back with my face covered in CUM. Haha!”
Sounds like a plan.
MY RECORD FOR A BLOW JOB IS FOUR HOURS

WIN $1000
BY MODELLING IN PEOPLE

See pg63 for details
Exercise the grey matter and score big bucks!

WIN! CASH EVERY ISSUE!

Pens out and off we go, readers!

Got any questions? Email people@bauer-media.com.au
ENTER TO WIN!

Fill in your name and address together with a completed and correct Beast crossword grid and post to: The Beast No. 09, c/- People magazine, GPO Box 5507, Sydney, NSW 2001. Entries close on Friday, May 17 at 5pm.
1. Our beauty stars as Peter Parker’s love interest in the superhero movie, — Spider-Man (3,7)
2. Our beauty — of Ser – Sandler
3. Our beauty — in the 2009 independent comedy-drama Paper —
4. Expected
5. Our beauty — the high school student in the 2009 independent comedy-drama Paper —
6. Acquires
7. Our beauty plays a character in the second Best Supporting Actress Oscar nomination for her performance in the 2018 period black-comedy film, —
8. —
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BEAST

MOVIECROSS

MAXI JACKPOT!
WIN BIG CASH WITH AUSTRALIA'S BIGGEST CROSSWORD!

THE Maxi pays $750 a month and, with around 1300 blanks, has about 200 squares more than the next biggest crossword. To enter, fill out both of the Maxi pages and the coupon below and send them to the address given before the closing date. All correct entries will go into that month's draw. The first correct entry drawn will win the $750!

Complete this coupon and send both pages of your Maxi crossword to: Maxi Jackpot - May, c/- People magazine, GPO Box 5608, Sydney, NSW 2001.

NAME: ____________________________
ADDRESS: ____________________________
POSTCODE: ____________________________
PHONE: ____________________________

Entries for this month's Maxi close on May 31 and the solution for this issue will appear in People on July 15. This month's Maxi winner will be drawn on June 14 and printed on August 12.

SWIRL-A-SLED

**ACROSS**

1. Actor who plays Thor in this week’s movie, – Hemsworth
4. Captain Marvel, – Larson
7. With 39 down. This week’s movie (8:7)
11. Jail
12. Bird of prey
15. Piercing shout
18. First performance
19. Hawkeye, Jeremy –
20. Choice cut of beef (3,6)
22. Waste-water pipe
24. Frequently
27. Slumbering
29. Tree-lined street
30. Family room
31. Abduct
32. Name
39. Electronic missive
41. Training, instruction
42. Actor who voices Rocket in this week’s movie, Bradley –
43. Number or finger
46. Iron Man, – Downey Jr
47. Seat
50. Iconic brand of toy doll

**DOWN**

1. Roman God Of Love
10. Japanese form of wrestling
13. Canadian singer, – Lavigne
14. The Wasp, Evangeline –
16. Professional cook
17. Painting, literature and music collectively
21. Global police network
22. Black Widow, – Johansson
23. Existing forever
25. Liberty
26. Tree’s outermost layer
28. Writer of verse
33. Bother
34. Supreme ruler
35. Story’s protagonist
36. Split the bill, go –
37. Disney deer movie
38. 1980s TV show, Miami –
39. See 7 across
40. Branch of maths
44. Adolescents
45. 007 movie (2,2, above right)
47. Popular food fish
48. Beer
49. Angler’s pole

**WIN $150 FORTNIGHTLY!**

The clues in bold relate to a famous film – the picture gives you a hint which one. The first correct entry drawn after the closing date wins the cash!

51. Poker machine, – bandit (3-5)
52. Finishes
53. Surname of actor who plays Captain America

**MOviecross Entries close May 17. Answers to be printed July 15. Winner to be printed July 29. See page 40 for T&Cs and the privacy notice.**
**PUZZLES**

**SUDOKU**

```
 2 4 8
 5 9
 4 9 7 1 6 3
 4 5 1 7 6
 3 6 4 5
 1 7 5 4 3
 2 4 1 7 5 9
 4 2
 1 6 3
```

FILL the grid so that every column, every row and every 3x3 box contains the digits 1 to 9.

** TERMS & CONDITIONS**

**WIN $100 FORTNIGHTLY!**

SOMEBODY has taken these celebrities and messed with their heads. Can you unswirl their faces and identify them? First correct entry drawn after the closing date wins $100!

1. Ex-Gogglebox star is the new Bachelorette.
2. Champion Oz Test spinner passed away recently.
3. We wish we had a Prime Minister as good as her.
4. Controversial Aussie comedian is big in the USA.

Clip out this coupon – OR PHOTOCOPY THIS PAGE – and send to: Swirl-A-Sleb No. 09, c/- People, PO Box 4088, Sydney, NSW 2001.

NAME: __________________________________________

ADDRESS: _______________________________________

POSTCODE: ___________________ PHONE: ___________________

Begins on April 22. Ends with last mail received on May 17. Entry is open to Australian residents aged 15 years and over. Entrants under 18 must have prior consent of parent or legal guardian to enter. Multiple entries permitted, subject to each entry being posted separately. Drawn at Bauer Media, 54 Park St, Sydney NSW 2000 at 11am AEST/AEDST on June 14. Prizes: 1 x $750 cash. The Promoter is Bauer Media Pty Limited (ABN 18 053 273 546) of 54 Park Street, Sydney, NSW 2000. Authorised under permit number: NSW: LTPM/19/04162. The Promoter collects personal information through this coupon to conduct the Promotion and for other purposes. The Promoter’s privacy policy for Australia is available at www.bauer-media.com.au/privacy and contains info on how you can access or correct your personal info, entities we may disclose your personal info to (including overseas recipients) and how you can lodge a complaint. Entry in the Promotion is conditional on providing such personal info.

**READER SUBMISSIONS**

By sending us a photograph or letter, you grant to us the perpetual, worldwide right to publish and otherwise use that photograph or letter in all media and warrant to us that doing so will not infringe the rights of any person. You agree that we may edit the photograph or letter in our absolute discretion.

**PRIVACY NOTICE**

This issue of People is published by Bauer Media Pty Ltd (Bauer). Bauer may use and disclose your information in accordance with our Privacy Policy, including to provide you with your requested products or services and to keep you informed of other Bauer publications, products, services and events. Our Privacy Policy is located at www.bauer-media.com.au/privacy. It also sets out how you can access or correct your personal information, entities we may disclose your personal information to (including overseas recipients) and how you can lodge a complaint. Entry in the Promotion is conditional on providing such personal info.

**SUDOKU TERMS & CONDITIONS**

MAXI: Conditions apply, see www.bauer-media.com.au/terms/competition-terms. Begins on April 22. Ends with last mail received on May 31. Entry is open to Australian residents aged 15 years and over. Entrants under 18 must have prior consent of parent or legal guardian to enter. Multiple entries permitted, subject to each entry being posted separately. Drawn at Bauer Media, 54 Park St, Sydney NSW 2000 at 11am AEST/AEDST on May 14. Prizes: 1 x $750 cash. The Promoter is Bauer Media Pty Limited (ABN 18 053 273 546) of 54 Park Street, Sydney, NSW 2000. Authorised under permit number: NSW: LTPM/19/04162. The Promoter collects personal information through this coupon to conduct the Promotion and for other purposes. The Promoter’s privacy policy for Australia is available at www.bauer-media.com.au/privacy and contains info on how you can access or correct your personal info, entities we may disclose your personal info to (including overseas recipients) and how you can lodge a complaint. Entry in the Promotion is conditional on providing such personal info.
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By sending us a photograph or letter, you grant to us the perpetual, worldwide right to publish and otherwise use that photograph or letter in all media and warrant to us that doing so will not infringe the rights of any person. You agree that we may edit the photograph or letter in our absolute discretion.

**PRIVACY NOTICE**

This issue of People is published by Bauer Media Pty Ltd (Bauer). Bauer may use and disclose your information in accordance with our Privacy Policy, including to provide you with your requested products or services and to keep you informed of other Bauer publications, products, services and events. Our Privacy Policy is located at www.bauer-media.com.au/privacy. It also sets out how you can access or correct your personal information, entities we may disclose your personal information to (including overseas recipients) and how you can lodge a complaint. Entry in the Promotion is conditional on providing such personal info.
73
The number of fatal attacks in Oz since 1958. More Aussies have been killed by sharks than any other nation per capita.

DID YOU KNOW?

Get smarter and shit

1 IN 265 MILLION
THE odds of getting KILLED by a shark. But if you NEVER go in the ocean, your odds are even better!

80 SAILORS
IN 1945, US Navy cruiser Indianapolis was sunk by the Japanese and 890 survivors ended up in the drink. Before they could be rescued, it's estimated 80 were eaten in the BIGGEST MASS SHARK ATTACK in history.

MAN-EATERS
OF THE 489 shark species, only THREE – the great white, tiger shark and bull shark – are responsible for more than double-digit numbers of fatal, unprovoked attacks.

LENOX HEAD, NSW wins the title with FIVE fatal attacks there in the past 30 years.

JAWS
If we weren't scared enough of great whites, this flick terrified the shit out of movie-goers around the world in 1975. It made US$470m at the box office and spawned three crappy sequels.

SHARKS were swimming in the oceans well before the DINOSAURS roamed the Earth. In contrast, humans have only existed for two million years... give or take a decade.

2.5 BILLION
The number of views on YouTube by the world’s MOST ANNOYING shark-themed song, Baby Shark.

200m YEARS
SHARKS were swimming in the oceans well before the DINOSAURS roamed the Earth. In contrast, humans have only existed for two million years... give or take a decade.

YOU KNOW?
Get smarter and shit

This week: SHARKS
A GUY was at a bar and noticed a beautiful woman sitting by herself in a corner. He asked the waitress to take her a glass of wine, with his compliments. The bartender noticed this, and said, “You’re wasting your time, buddy. That chick’s a lesbian.”

The man said, “That’s only because she’s never been with me before.”

He watched as the waitress brought the lady her wine. She looked up, smiled and walked over to him.

“Thanks for the drink,” she said. “How’d you like to see some boob action?”

Casting a wink at the bartender, the man said he’d like that, so the woman peeled her blouse down to expose a firm, large pair of breasts.

“How’d you like to smell some pussy?” she asked.

The man grinned and said he’d like that. So the woman moved in close and burped in his face.

A stripper then comes to their table, throws her arms around him and says, “Hi Dave. Want your usual lap dance?”

Dave’s wife, now furious, grabs her purse and storms out of the joint.

He tries desperately to explain how the stripper must have mistaken him for someone else, but his wife’s having none of it. She screams at the top of her lungs, calling him every name in the book.

The taxi driver turns his head and says, “Looks like you picked up a real bitch tonight, Dave!”

Send your gags to Funny Shit, c/- People, GPO Box 4088, Sydney, NSW 2001, or email it to people@bauer-media.com.au (include Funny Shit in the subject line).
Bossed around
I TEXTED my boss, “What’s the difference between this morning and your daughter?”
He answered, “I don’t know.”
I replied, “I’m not coming in this morning.”

Gino, Vic

Spice it up
Q. WHAT do you call two chillies rooting?
A. Fucking hot!

Sally, NT

Don’t ask
THE missus asked me how many girls I’d fucked in my life. I said, “15.”
She said, “Oh, so I was your 15th?”
“No,” I said, “you were my eighth.”

PY, NSW

Heavy load
Q. WHAT should you do if an elephant comes in your living room window?
A. Swim!

Aston, Vic

Rod Stewart
‘INSTEAD OF GETTING REMARRIED, I’M GOING TO FIND A WOMAN I DON’T LIKE AND JUST GIVE HER A HOUSE’
FORGET about hopping on a bicycle, `cos Liana preferred HOPPING ON A FELLA…although her fave possie was DOGGY STYLE: “It just feels great – and I’m only little, so I prefer that to me being on top. I also like rooting in a side-on SPOON position. That way the man has a hand free to play with my BOOBS.”
‘I’M NOT INTO 69s. I GET TOO DISTRACTED WHEN I’M TRYING TO GIVE THE BEST HEAD I CAN!’
'LIFE'S TOO SHORT FOR BAD SEX'
SUBSCRIBE TO

AND SAVE 28%
PLUS FREE DELIVERY
FOR EACH ISSUE

ORDER AT magshop.com.au/people19 136 116 and quote M191PEO

Savings are based on cover price of $5.95. For Terms and Conditions, visit www.magshop.com.au/people19. Please see contents page for location of our Privacy Notice. If you do not want your information provided to any organisation not associated with this promotion, please indicate this clearly at the time of subscription or notify the Promoter in writing. Offer valid from 11.02.2019 to 31.12.2019 to Australian residents only.
Where local girls do their nude duty!

DA | Melbourne
MODELCITIZENS
ALESSANDRA | AZARIA | Logan
BRAZI | RUBY | Melbourne MOCHA | Kangaroo Point

14 nude babes from your 'hood!
How beaut is it rooting in pornos?

“I find having sex on camera to be very exciting and freeing, especially in front of a crew. The more I do it the more my confidence goes up. Plus, it’s fun to watch the footage after.”

Do you get to choose your co-stars?

“So far I’ve only chosen my co-stars when making my own content.”

What happens on someone else’s set?

“I’m told before the shoot who I’m matched with. I love meeting new people and seeing what I can learn from them.”

Ever met one and said, ‘Um…yeah nah’?

“I haven’t said no to working with anyone before. But I’ve told the crew before a shoot of anyone I don’t wish to work with.”
SAVANNAH | 21
SOUTH AFRICA

Biggest differences between South African and Australian men?
“Aussies tend to be easygoing and not too bothered with things. However, I find South Africans are very set in their ways and a little more traditional.”

Have you ever got with a chick?
“Yes. I believe most girls have had random make-out sessions with another female.”

What’s your biggest turn-on in bed?
“A man who knows what he is doing without coming across as cocky.”

Got any turn-offs?
“Awkward silences and bad smells.”

Weirdest place you’ve fucked?
“A disabled toilet in my high school auditorium.”

RUBY | 23
Melbourne | VIC

As a barmaid, what are the weirdest things you’ve seen pissed punters do, Ruby?
“Pee in a pot plant, try to whip their dick out in the middle of a restaurant or try to drink from an ashtray.”

It seems the guys are the worst offenders, eh?
“Women can be pretty strange, too.”

Is alcohol good for sex?
“Yeah...not all the time, but it makes you feel a little weightless and a little reckless, and helps you do some fun stuff.”

What’s your drink of choice?
“A cocktail called The Bee’s Knees. It’s basically gin, lemon and honey.”
Has anyone ever walked in on you while you were mid-root?
“Yes...I was cumming and I got caught by my mother-in-law.”
That must have made Xmas dinner awkward that year.
“It wasn’t. I just didn’t think about it.”
Ever been to a sex club?
“I’ve been to one...it was fun. I went to the USA to a festival and was kissing a guy who was a boyfriend of my friend on the beach while my husband was also kissing my friend.”
No swapping partners for a root?
“Kissing...that’s all. But having sex in a club while people are watching me? I’ve not thought about that, but it would be interesting, for sure.”
What do you like about posing?
“I think because I’m comfortable in my own skin and my body, and I appreciate what I’ve got.”

‘I WAS CAUGHT CUMMING BY MY MOTHER-IN-LAW’

Kinky Cutie

Kangaroo Point | QLD

MOCHA | 28

PICS BY SIMONE DAVIS
What’s the perfect lazy morning in bed?
“A good view and company who knows real affection.”

Breakfast in bed before or after a root?
“I have it after sex.”

Your favourite breakfast in bed is…
“Smoothies.”

Just smoothies, Azaria?
“They’re easy to make and drink. And there’s no mess, either.”

What if he promises to cook and clean up?
“I’d have an egg sandwich.”

That’s more like it.
“With bacon.”

Goes without saying.
“And avocado.”

There goes the house deposit. If a guy manages to have a threesome with two girls, do you think he’s obliged to make ’em breakfast the next morning?
“If one of them is his partner, then yes. Haha.”
What’s the strangest thing someone’s asked you to do in bed?
“To bring another guy into the bedroom. I did…and it was good fun.”

Ever had another woman in the sack?
“Yes, I have an attraction towards women that either look like me or have similar personalities as me.”

Have you found any Australian women like you in your travels?
“I haven’t met as many as I’d really like, but so far they look really nice. They smile a lot.”

Probably smiling as they think of what they’d like to do to you. Other than staring at local chicks, what else have you got planned while you’re in Oz?
“Nature adventures: hikes, kayaking, canyoning…”

Hopefully you can do some of these naked.
“Yes, let’s do it.”

Make sure you send us some pics.
“I will.”
'I AM ATTRACTION TO WOMEN WHO LOOK LIKE ME'
THIS issue’s request came from our very own gingernut editor. One morning, he got unsteadily to his feet, scattering several whiskey bottles in the process, and bellowed, “I wanna see a feckin’ hot blonde, ya bassards! Giz me one now or I’ll piss on yer socks!” The editor then collapsed in a drunken heap, but we always take his threats seriously, so here’s spunky bananabender Alice from Toowoomba, QLD in 2015. At the time she told us she was attracted to guys “who make me laugh and are up for some fun, whether that’s a road trip or watching movies at home”. Kinda rules our editor out then...unless there’s whiskey involved as well.
GRACE was a fan of the spoof: “I like it and don’t mind where a guy blows on me. I’ve had it on my boobs and stomach, and in my mouth, too. I swallow it every time.”

Canberra, ACT
April 5, 2010

HAD Kara ever rooted on the road? “I was fucking in a car in an alley when my brother started banging on the windows for fun. I’ve also given blow jobs to dudes while they were driving.”

Melbourne, VIC
April 5, 2010

ANGELA was proud of her pups: “The girls I dance with reckon they’re the best natural tits they’ve ever seen.” And the punters? “That goes without saying. They love ‘em.”

Brisbane, QLD
July 30, 2012
AMBS stared at other chicks’ chebs “all the time. I like girls with smaller, perkier tits. “Had she played with many? “I work as a topless waitress so playing with tits is part of the job.”

AMY was jaded about her fantasies: “I’ve pretty much done them all now. The last one was having sex in public.” Had she been busted? “A couple drove by my car while I was having sex in the back seat.”

HOLLY
ENGLAND
April 5, 2010

WAS this Cht typical Brit? “Yes! I’m a big drinker and love white wine. But I’ll drink anything,” How was she in bed? “I’m very good and I’m also flexible – which means I get into all kinds of wild positions.”
That accent isn’t Kiwi, mate.
“Haha, no. I’m Scottish. But fuck me, there are loads of New Zealanders in Bondi, aren’t there?”
Yeah, but they’re alright…especially the females.
“Oooh, I dinna mind those lassies. I’ve shagged more than one.”
So you’re a lezzer, huh?
“I jumped to the dyke side when I moved here. It was all those hotties I see every day at the beach.”
Best gal-on-gal root you’ve had here, Rhoda?
“I met this straight Kiwi chick at a pub and she got a bit carried away as we walked back to her flat. She wouldn’t stop grabbing my arse and tits.”
How’d you calm her down?
“I pulled her into a dark doorway and ate her out. She came in my mouth and was fine after that.”
BECOME A MODEL CIT JUST LIKE RHODA

Hey, ladies! Pose topless and you'll score a cool $100. Get completely starkers and receive $150! Citizen Of The Week receives $400!

Our favourite Model Citizens have the chance to pose again as a Harem or Centrefold model and score up to $1000!

OFFICIAL MODEL CITIZENS ENTRY COUPON
SEND this coupon to: Model Citizens, c/- People, GPO Box 4088, Sydney, NSW 2001.
Once we receive it, we’ll put you in touch with one of our ace photographers, who’ll take lovely pics for use in our mag!

☐ Yes, I want to be a Model Citizen (please tick). I hereby give People the right to use my photos on the internet, and on MMS, SMS or DVD.

☐ I am over 18 years of age and attach a photocopy of photo ID (eg. driver’s licence).

NAME: __________________________________________
ADDRESS: ______________________________________
PHONE (Home): ________________________________
PHONE (Work): ________________________________
SIGNATURE: ______________________________________

By signing this agreement, I signify I have read, understand and agree to be bound by the important terms and conditions below.

Important terms and conditions:
1. I acknowledge and agree that the publisher of People magazine, Bauer Media (Bauer), its licensees or assigns may publish or authorize the publication of the pictures of me in any layout or format, in whole or in part, without restriction as to changes or alterations made from time to time and accompanied by any text and/or graphics it chooses without further reference to me.

2. I hereby assign to Bauer Media the worldwide copyright to the photographs and acknowledge that Bauer Media may exercise all of the rights of the copyright owner in respect of the photographs, including using or licensing the publication of the photographs in other publications and using or licensing the publication of the photographs in any format including (but not limited to) DVD, MMS, CD-ROM or the internet.

3. I release Bauer Media, its employees, agents, related companies and assigns from all actions, suits, causes of actions, claims and demands whatsoever which I may have at any time in connection with the photographs or arising from or relating to their publication in print or electronic media, including and liability for return of any blurring, distortion, alteration, censored or otherwise, including (but not limited to) any action for defamation.

4. I acknowledge that persons sending Model Citizens photos without the written permission of the subject will be liable to criminal prosecution.
We spend time in her hairy Garden Of Eden
WE TRIED to read the Bible once, but we were hammered and there weren’t any pictures so we gave up. However, we DID get as far as Genesis which, much to our surprise, has NOTHING to do with Phil Collins’ terrific pop band and more about apples, snakes, the wrath of God and Adam giving Eve THE BEST ROOT she ever had. Of course, she had no-one else to compare him with at that time.

When we met Sin she reminded us of our godless, heathen ways and that we were probably going to Hell for having VERY DIRTY THOUGHTS...mainly about the 18-year-old barmaid’s FURRY MOOT and oh-so-suckable TITS!
“I’m a bit of a rebel,” she revealed while posing for these FILTHY FOTOS. “All my girlfriends shave their WOOZA, but I keep mine completely razor-free down there.”

Speaking of NATURAL, we couldn’t stop looking at her blessed-by-God BOOBIES: “Guys can’t get enough of my plapps – they love to squeeze them, especially when I’m RIDING THEIR DICKS in bed.”

Did Sin believe in eternal life and so forth?

“No, but I’ve been to HEAVEN plenty of times while having totes amazing ORGASMS. And I scream, “OH GOD!” quite a bit when I’m being FUCKED HARD.”

Dear Lord! Sounds like Sin will be in the same queue as us one day, waiting to cop the Devil’s pitchfork up the bum.
MetArt™
WHERE FLAWLESS BEAUTY MEETS ART

1 Month for FREE

Metart is the world leader in artistic nude photography and film

VISIT NOW

Metart.com/people/

XBIZ
ADULT SITE OF THE YEAR
PHOTOGRAPHY WINNER

AVN
NOMINATED FOR
BEST GLAMOUR WEBSITE NOMINEE

XBIZ
ADULT SITE OF THE YEAR
SOLO GIRL WINNER
I WAS happy when the girlfriend of five years got into amateur theatre. A local group was putting together the musical The Pirates Of Penzance and Evie had landed the PLUM ROLE of “Mabel”. I'd go out by myself or stay at home watching Stan while she went to rehearsals...or so I thought.

Late one evening, Evie rang and told me she'd be a while yet because she was doing some “EXTRA REHEARSING” with Andre, a young dude who was playing “The Pirate King”. I got suspicious so I jumped in the car and sped over to the community hall that housed the theatre group.

I quietly entered the joint and noticed the place was dark and deserted except for one room that was brightly lit. I could hear loud singing and the occasional SQUEAL. I snuck up to the door, which wasn’t closed, and took a peep through the crack. I was staggered to see Andre dressed like a pirate but with his pants AROUND HIS ANKLES while he doggy-fucked my missus, who was bent over a TABLE.

He was singing tunes from the musical while she groaned in pleasure and played with her MASSIVE WHAMMERS.

After watching for a while, Andre stopped rooting my missus and told her to gobble his SLICK PRICK.

She did as she was ordered and blew The Pirate King till he grunted and filled her mouth with TADDIES.

I angrily finished WANKING and stormed outside. I got back in my vehicle and peeled off at 100 miles an hour to see Evie’s mum.

“Do you know what your daughter is up to?” I snarled after she let me into the house.

“Probably the same thing you’re doing,” smiled Lynn as she undid my trousers and started STROKING MY TOCKO.

“What’s good for the goose is good for the gander.” I had to agree as Lynn began LICKING MY TIP, but it didn’t make me feel much better.

Glen, Vic
SPUNK IN THE PUNK

IT WAS 1981 and I was heavily into the punk rock scene in Brisbane. I was at a gig one Saturday and, unfortunately, things had kicked off between us and a group of SKINHEAD FUCKWITS.

I was knocked to the ground and a skin was laying into me when he got CLOBBERED by a beer bottle. Next thing I knew I’d been dragged away from the fighting and into the night air.

I looked at my saviour and was stunned to see it was a tiny punk chick.

She had spiky bleached blonde hair, the shortest of short minidresses and FISHNET STOCKINGS.

“I think I saved your arse back there,” she smiled and offered me a ciggie.

I gratefully had a smoke as we headed away from the club and into a nearby park.

“I’m so TURNED ON right now,” she snickered and sat on a bench. The blonde Siouxsie Sioux spread her legs and I was delighted to see she had no knickers on, giving me a perfect view of her HAIRY SNATCH.

“Go for it before someone busts us,” she hissed.

I pulled down my skin-tight leather pants and plunged inside her FUCK-HOLE.

We shagged frantically for five minutes till I shuddered and TOSSSED MY LOT inside her.

“Pfft! I hadn’t even cum yet,” she sniffed before hopping off the bench. “You’ll have to do better than that.”

I agreed and we went back to my squat for a relaxed ROOT SESH in bed. We were a couple by the next morning.

Sid, Qld

THE BOSS’S MISSUS

WE HAVE the best boss in the world. Theo treats his staff well and occasionally he brings his wife into work so we can FUCK HER!

The blonde is in her early 40s with a REALLY GOOD BOD. Karen loves GANG BANGS because (a) they’re good for staff morale and (b) she’s a SEX-MAD NYMPHO!

The other Friday, Theo brought out a carton of beer for after-work drinks. We were knocking back a few beers and chatting about the footy when in sauntered Karen.

She was STARKERS except for work boots and had a BUTT PLUG up her arse!

“The first fella who can make me cum gets to ROOT ME UP THE BOTTY,” she laughed.

Theo and Karl walked over, dropped their strides and offered their STIFFIES to her. Karen knelt and gratefully took them into her gob.

Zoot and Col were soon getting WRISTIES while I lay on the ground and let Karen ride me.

We spent an hour or so swapping possies. It was grouse and we’d all BLOWN a few times before I finally hit THE RIGHT SPOT and made Karen EXPLODE LIKE A BANSHEE!

“Ooh well…hopefully, I can continue to HAVE MY CAKE and FUCK it, too.

Stacey, Qld

A BIT RICH

DON’T call it love – it’s a BUSINESS ARRANGEMENT. Ted’s a rich fat fossil who wants eye candy who’ll also SUCK HIM OFF on a regular basis. I’m a beautiful, lazy 20-year-old who wants lots of lovely money to go shopping.

Trouble is… I want Ted’s 35-year-old son as well. Me and Ben started our affair six months after I met his father.

We were holidaying at Port Douglas where I spent my days tanning next to the pool at our rented mansion and my nights playing with Ted’s WRINKY SNAIL.

One evening, Ted was tired and went to bed early, so Ben and I suggested we go for a swim.

“TOMORROW night,” he smiled and winked, “We’ll have to do that again soon, darling!”

CB, Tas

‘I WAS SOON FUCKING HIS SON IN THE SHALLOW END’

‘I HIT THE RIGHT SPOT & MADE KAREN EXPLODE’

‘I HAD A PERFECT VIEW OF HER HAIRY SNATCH’
THAT'S a very nice view, mate.

“I love mirrors, whether it’s taking sexy selfies in the bathroom or HITTING COOL POSES while fucking a guy.”

What position do you enjoy most while checking yourself out?

“Doggy rocks pretty hard – I enjoy watching myself get SLAMMED as a guy RAMS HIS DICK in my pussy or arsehole.”

Christ on a pogo stick!

“I also think reverse cowgirl anal is REALLY COOL – I can look over my shoulder and see the guy BLOWING HIS STACK while he bangs my butt and I can see myself in the mirror and see how much I’m LOVING it!”

NEXT ISSUE ON SALE MAY 6
The “Untamed American Spirit” Ford Mustang Chronograph Watch—a tribute to the American Original that took the world by storm as over 50 years ago.

**Hand-crafted in an Exclusive Design**

Hand-crafted in stainless steel, our design exclusive is loaded with features and dramatic styling. Standing out against the watch dial are 3 subdials - days of the week, date of the month and hours - along with distinctive Ford Mustang logo! The bold bezel features a unique tachometer-style, and silver-finish hands and hour marks. Etched on the reverse side is the proud Mustang horse and classic car with the words “Untamed American Spirit.” A precision quartz movement and an adjustable clasp make this watch extremely dependable and comfortable to wear. Water resistant to a depth of 30 metres, it’s protected by our unconditional 120-day guarantee as well.

Your watch comes in a custom-designed case with a Certificate of Authenticity.

**Remarkable Value—Available for a Limited Time**

Demand is expected to be strong from Ford enthusiasts and the watch is not available in stores. Respond today to secure your watch for just 5 instalments of $55.99 or $279.95, plus $19.99 postage and handling. To reserve yours, send no money now. Return the coupon or go online today at www.bradford.com.au/ford
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